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Find obscure parts easily. Reduce error and part returns.
Improve CSI.

Pentana Solutions’ Electronic Parts Catalogue is a
real-time, integrated online parts catalogue that has
been developed in partnership with our customers,
taking advantage of decades of industry experience.
That experience has afforded us the ability to reduce
the number of vehicle offroad days your customers
have and improve your current CSI.
Supplying the correct part in the shortest possible
time-frame maximises profit, ensures repeat business
and reduces overall cost. Pentana Solutions gives
you the tools to ensure the correct part is ordered and
delivered to the customer, the right way, the first time.

The way Pentana Solutions’ EPC is integrated
within the Dealer Management System is dealership
changing. The Electronic Parts Catalogue can be
deployed electronically over the internet, automatically
ordering and delivering the correct part without manual
keying. Updates of parts information, stock availability
and pricing are available in real time; saving you part
returns, money, time and disgruntled end customers.

Integrated E-commerce

Pentana Solutions’ EPC allows for the inclusion
of associated parts information and integrated
e-commerce website with shopping cart functionality,
connected in real-time to dealer, distributor or
manufacturing IT systems. Setup with the latest
technology, users can access the online catalogues 24
hours a day without interruption.

“Pentana Solutions had the overall product and ability to
meet our business needs. They listened to us, performed
a detail fit analysis and demonstrated that the solution was
flexible, yet proven.”
John Watkins, CEO, Power Farming

Tailored Features

Search Functionality

Visual Diagrams

Parts Detail

Many easy to use features make it easy to quickly
locate the needed part. Every user can customise the
user interface tailored to their operations - frequently
used parts can be readily accessed and saved
searches can be recalled for later use. The userfriendly, simple to navigate ease of the EPC is crucial
to saving you time and money.

Simply move the mouse pointer over a diagram and
click on the area of interest to zoom in. Immediately
see specifications, default quantity and related
bulletins, giving you everything you need to ensure
part accuracy. Along with hotspot diagrams - publish
model photographs, exploded engine diagrams, wiring
schematics and more.

Locate parts, accessories and vehicle options using a
range of powerful search and navigation tools. Besides
part number, parts can be located by searching
for a single or combination of categories: vehicle
type, model, parts description, code, stock number,
production date, chassis number, VIN, engine number,
registration number and more. Alternatively, drill down
through the nagivation tree to individual options.

Parts are automatically linked into supersession
chains. The chain graphically displays the complete
part history, including detailed chains that consist of
one to many, or many to one. To allow information to
be passed onto 3rd parties, print the image with the
associated details for later.

Testimonials
“The Australian truck market is highly sophisticated
and competitive in nature. MFTBA’s customers expect
quality products supported with quality service and
effective communications. Partnering with Pentana
Solutions to develop an online parts catalogue allows
Fuso to increase market share of genuine parts in a
competitive market.”
-Jeff de Ridder, GM Information Systems,
Mitsubishi Fuso Truck and Bus Company Australia

“Pentana Solutions’ distribution solutions is #1 in
the automotive business. It was the obvious choice.
Because it specialises in IT automotive solutions, it
offers tailor-made features that its competitors can’t
match.”
-Rod Matthews, CFO, Ateco Automotive
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